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[  l e s s o n T W o  ]

I’m in Charge of . . . My Feelings
PURPOSE:  To gain the skills to regulate our feelings by being aware of our feelings, by 
identifying body cues when unpleasant feelings are intensifying and by calming our body’s 
stress response to intense feelings.  

MATERIALS:
• Display paper or board with marker
• Copies of the worksheet, I’m In Charge of My Feelings

PROCEDURES: 
1.  Introduction:  Ask:  Is it okay to feel angry? or sad? or anxious? or frustrated? Come to the

conclusion that all feelings both pleasant and unpleasant are okay and normal to have. But
emphasize that it’s what we do and how we handle the feeling that may not be okay. Give
examples of ‘okay’ and ‘not okay’ ways to handle our feelings. Point out that it’s important to
find good ways to handle our feelings so that it does not inter-
fere in getting along with others. Ask students to give examples
of how handling our feelings in a ‘not okay’ way can cause a 
problem.  Share that the good news is that we are in charge
of how we handle our feelings and that we can learn and use 
‘okay’ ways to handle them so that it doesn’t have to interfere 
with our relationships with others.

2.  Pleasant and Unpleasant Feeling Words:  Draw a large
heart on paper/board and together brainstorm a list of Pleasant
and Unpleasant Feeling Words – adding the words to the heart.
(Create the list appropriate to the age of the student but include
some challenging feeling words to help increase their feeling
vocabulary.) Give situation examples, play feelings charades, or
role-play to help the student increase their ability to identify and
label feelings accurately. Focus on the unpleasant feeling word
list and point out that we have different degrees of intensity of
our feelings. Add the visual to your paper/board of a rating
scale of 1-5 with 5 being the most intense and 1 the least; or use
the visual of a thermometer with the more intense feeling being
the hotter, higher temps; or use the visual of a pot of water on a 
stove with the temperature rising to boiling for the more intense
feeling. Ask students: What can happen if our intense feeling reaches
boiling? Accept answers and point out that our intense feelings 
can lead to ‘out of control’ and ‘not okay’ ways of handling our
feelings. Stress the importance of being aware of our feelings
and our body cues that can signal that our feeling is becoming
more intense.

Scared
Anxious
Happy
Excited

Frustrated
Angry
Furious

Bothered
Worried
Sad
Proud

I used my self-control when _________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________.
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3.  Body Cues of Intense, Unpleasant Feelings:  Role-play the following body signals of
an intense angry feeling and ask the students to observe and share the body cue given.

Role-play #1:  Say, “I am so angry” while showing a tense body with tight fist.

Role-play #2:  Say, “I am so angry” while showing a tense face with clenched teeth.

 Allow students to add additional role-plays or examples of body cues of intense feelings. 
On the paper/board add a large outline of a person and draw/write these body cues on 
the outline. Include such body cues as:
red face skipping heart tight fist 
clenched teeth knot in chest  sweaty palms
pins and needles feeling butterflies in stomach throbbing head
nervous cough weak knees
 Ask students to identify which signals their body sends them as a sign of intense feelings. 
Point out that when we are aware of our body cue/signals of an increasing unpleasant feeling 
then we can be in charge of finding good ways to manage that feeling. 

4.  Brain Reaction – The Body’s Stress Response to Intense Feelings:  Share: Have
you ever had a strong emotion, perhaps angry or upset, and you said or did something you should not
have? Later you felt sorry about what you said or did and thought to yourself, “I should not have done
that - I just wasn’t thinking.” There is truth to the “not thinking” part, here’s what happens in your
body.  Share the following brain reaction/stress response to intense emotions, choose
wording/details appropriate for student’s age:

 When our feeling (anxious, frustrated, angry) reaches a strong, high or intense level the lower part of
our brain – the brain stem – triggers a stress response releasing adrenaline and cortisol in your body
and increasing heart rate and blood flow. This reaction decreases the functions in the higher portions of
the brain needed to think and problem solve. The truth is we are not thinking when we have that melt-
down saying and doing things we shouldn’t. However we are still responsible for our behavior so the
challenge is to be aware of and control or regulate our unpleasant feelings so they do not reach that high
or intense level.

 Continue to share: Therefore we need to have an AWARENESS of our feelings and learn ways to
regulate or CONTROL our feelings and if our feelings do get to a point where it triggers our stress
response we need to learn how to CALM the physical response of the body so we can turn our thinking
back on and THINK of a good way to deal with the original situation that triggered the feeling.

5.  Ways to Calm the Body’s Stress Response:  Role-play again the situations from proce-
dure #3 adding the example of a good way to manage the feeling. Have students identify the
‘okay’ way to manage the feeling:

 Role Play #1:  Say “I am so angry” while showing a tense body with tight fist. Then say  to
yourself, “I can handle this… just take slow deep breaths and calm down.” (role-play
taking deep breaths)

Role Play #2:  Say, “I am so angry” while showing a tense face with clenched teeth. Then
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 say to yourself,  “I will get a book to look at to get my mind off of the problem.” (role- 
 play getting a book to look at)

Role Play #3:  Say, “I’m so angry” while showing a tense body with hand to your head. 
Then say, “(Teacher’s name), can you talk with me and help?” (role-play asking the  
teacher for help).

 Brainstorm additional to “calming strategies” to include: doing jumping jacks, bouncing a 
ball, drink of water, deep breaths as if blowing out birthday candles, change ‘channels in your 
brain’ to think about something else, do something fun…

6.  Ways to Manage Unpleasant Feelings and the Situation:  Point out that after calm-
ing down from intense feelings so that you are able to ‘think’ again, it is important to deal with
the feeling and the situation behind the feeling. Brainstorm with students ways to handle our
unpleasant feelings and the situation. Draw visuals or make a list on the paper/board. Include
such examples as: draw or write about it, talk with an adult or trusted friend, think about the
problem in a different way, etc.

7.  Video Controller Analogy:  Ask students to share if they ever play video games. Ask them
to explain how it works. Include that to be successful there needs to be an understanding of
how the game is played, video games include overcoming challenges, they include a game
controller to control an object or character in the game, and to be successful at the game you
need to work to develop the skill to play well. Make the correlation to our feelings in that we
have to have the understanding of our feelings, we have both pleasant and also the
challenging unpleasant feelings to deal with, you are in charge of your feelings – the game
controller, you also need to work to develop cues and skills for managing our feelings.
Challenge students to be a video game creator to develop the video game, “I’m In Charge of
My Feelings.” Use the worksheet “I’m In Charge of My Feelings” displaying the visuals/list
from the lesson for students to use to create their video game.  Allow students to share with
others their game they created. Review the last sentence at the bottom of the worksheet,
“How I choose to handle my feelings will effect how I get along with others.” Ask
students what is meant by that sentence.

8.  (Optional Game) Simon Says to ‘Chill’:  Allow students to practice the Okay ways to
de-stress and manage intense feelings by playing a variation of the game “Simon Says.”
Begin directive statements for the students to follow of the good ways to calm down with the
beginning phrase “Simon says” For example: Simon Says to take deep breaths. Give poor
examples of calming down without using the phrase “Simon says.” For example: Throw your
book bag down on the ground.
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Screen 1: 
Pleasant and Unpleasant Feelings

Screen 2: 
Ways to Manage Unpleasant Feelings

I’m at the controls.

I’m at the controls.

My Positive 
Thought

My Positive 
Thought

Directions:  Create an “I’m In Charge of My Feelings” video game by drawing pictures and 
adding information in each of the video screens as it relates to the screen titles. Refer to the in-
formation discussed and displayed from the lesson. Next draw a picture of yourself at the game 
controller and add your positive thoughts in the thought bubble about controlling (regulating) 
your feelings. 

 WoRKsHeeT
[ l e s s o n T W o ]

I’m in Charge of My Feelings!
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I’m at the controller regulating my feelings!  How I choose to handle my 
feelings can effect how I get along with others. 

Screen 3:
Body Cues of Unpleasant Feelings 

Screen 4:  Ways to Calm the 
Body’s Stress Response

I’m at the controls.

I’m at the controls.

My Positive 
Thought

My Positive 
Thought

I’m in Charge of My Feelings!
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